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CHAPTER 1

TalenT

The answer
is noT

Over the last few decades we have become increasingly obsessed with 
high performance, in the sporting arena and in business. We’ve needed 
to be, because competition is fierce. In business customers are much more 
discerning; in sport there is considerably more money involved. As a 
result it’s become necessary to squeeze every last drop of value from every 
resource and to find a way to elevate performance across the board. Not 
only is breakthrough development harder and harder to come by but the 
information, knowledge and insights around those breakthroughs are also 
becoming harder and harder to protect. We live in a volatile, uncertain, 
complex and ambiguous world, and this drive for elevated performance is 
not going to subside. If anything, it will accelerate.

The problem is that, so far, all the solutions put forward to address 
performance have focused on what someone does. When it comes to 
securing high performance, conventional wisdom tells us that talent is 
the answer.

Our collective obsession with talent was largely started by McKinsey 
& Company. Of course, when one of the most prestigious management 
consulting firms in the world talks, people listen. During the dotcom 
boom of the 1990s McKinsey launched an initiative called the War for 
Talent. The objective was to find out what made top-performing American 
companies different when it came to hiring, firing and promotion. They 
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distributed thousands of questionnaires to businesses across the US and 
18 companies were singled out. McKinsey interviewed leaders in those 
companies, from the CEO down, and concluded that the very best 
companies had leaders who were obsessed with talent. They focused on 
attracting and recruiting star performers, often with disproportionate 
reward, and constantly pushed them into more and more senior roles.

McKinsey is a highly respected organisation and the argument is plausible. 
As a result, talent was positioned as the key to long-term success and high 
performance. Today companies like AT&T, Pfizer and Deloitte all have 
a Chief Talent Officer on the payroll. IT giant Cisco has created a talent 
centre in India to achieve a sixfold increase in recruitment of Indian 
engineering talent. Even governments are taking the talent solution 
seriously. The Chinese, South Korean and Singapore governments have 
all started nationwide talent strategies to ensure long-term performance 
and competitiveness.

There is no doubt that talent plays a part in high performance. You 
absolutely need to have the skills and abilities to do what you need to 
do. But to imply that it’s all you need is simplistic and unhelpful. Besides, 
is 18 companies from a pool of thousands really a statistically significant 
sample from which to create a theory that has shaped the last two 
decades? Perhaps more importantly, what of the countless people who 
possess blistering talent but never quite deliver? Everyone who has been 
in business or coached a sports team for more than, say, five years will have 
witnessed ‘talent’ disappear or implode precisely because it is pushed into 
more and more senior roles that don’t fit. In business there is even a name 
for it: the Peter Principle.

The Peter Principle was formulated in 1969 by Dr Laurence J. Peter and 
Raymond Hull in their humorous book of the same name, and states that 
eventually everyone is promoted to their ‘position of incompetence’. In 
a typically hierarchical organisation, individuals are promoted on the 
basis of perceived talent, ability or performance they display in their 
current role. The argument goes that as long as someone demonstrates 
talent and ability they will continue to be promoted until they stop being 
promoted — which would indicate that they are no longer competent in 
that role. Sooner or later everyone is therefore promoted to their own 
position of incompetence!
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The reason the book is considered funny is because everyone knows 
someone who has clearly reached their position of incompetence. And 
they reach that level regardless of whatever perceived or real talent that 
they may have displayed. Promoting someone to a new role on the basis 
of their ability in their current role doesn’t take adequate account of the 
skills and experience the new role will require.

TalenT and poTenTial

I was recently working with a general manager in a large financial 
services organisation. He was talking about unleashing the potential 
of one his state managers. I asked him how long he had been 
expecting to see a change in her ability. Was it a recent aspiration, or 
developmental, or longer term? He thought for a moment and said, 
‘Oh probably for about 18 months’.

My response was that she is highly likely to be performing at her 
potential, and I suggested he not confuse potential with self-
promotion and talking a good game. My point was that if they had 
been developing her for 18 months and she had been genuinely 
working on it, and there was limited or no change, then she was at 
her potential!

The mismatch between current talent and the requirements of a new role 
is often evident in sport where it’s just assumed that a great player will be 
a great coach. Take Wayne Gretzky, Magic Johnson or Diego Maradona.

Gretzky (also known as ‘The Great One’) is widely considered the best ice 
hockey player of all time. He was nine-time Most Valuable Player (MVP), 
four-time Stanley Cup champion and the leading scorer in NHL history. 
But he sucked as a coach.

As a Hall of Fame player Magic Johnson won five NBA titles, earned 
three league MVPs and was a 12-time All-Star with the Lakers, but he too 
sucked as a coach. (Under his charge the Lakers won only five out of 16 
games in the 1993–94 season.)

Diego Maradona, who starred for the Argentinian team that won the 1986 
World Cup, is widely regarded as one of the best football players ever. 
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His ability on the pitch, however, was never paralleled off the pitch: his 
coaching record was abysmal.

Talent alone is never enough, and it will never be enough.

Although McKinsey were not the only ones advocating the prime 
importance of talent, their standing in the business community 
undoubtedly helped convert the theory from an idea into the new 
corporate religion, which was then used as intellectual justification for 
lavish compensation packages.

And it’s not a coincidence that this approach led to one of the largest 
corporate bankruptcies in US history — Enron.

Enron took McKinsey’s advice to heart. In his book What the Dog Saw, 
Malcolm Gladwell notes that prior to the meltdown McKinsey billed in 
excess of $10 million a year across 20 separate projects with Enron. A 
McKinsey director regularly attended board meetings and Enron CEO 
Jeffrey Skilling had been one of the youngest partners in McKinsey 
history — so to say McKinsey had an influence on Enron would be a gross 
understatement.

Enron was famous for hiring smart, ‘talented’ people who thought they 
deserved to be paid a great deal of money, and then paying them more than 
they thought they were worth! As a business it lived and eventually died by 
its obsession with talent. They scoured Ivy League universities and top-tier 
business schools to recruit the cream of the crop. They paid outrageous 
salaries and bonuses and allowed their talent free and unquestioned rein. 
And in the end it was the business’s undoing.

It is so easy to look at exceptional performance and put it down to luck or 
talent. It’s much more romantic to assume that some people are just born 
special. It’s also much more convenient to subscribe to the ‘divine spark’ 
theory, because it allows us to abdicate responsibility for performance. 
After all, if talent is the result of some unfathomable and uncontrollable 
genetic lottery we can’t really be blamed for not being at the front of the 
queue when the gods were dishing out talent!

And to be fair, the argument seems logical! It just didn’t quite stack up. 
McKinsey certainly made talent sexy, but talent-fuelled corporate collapse 
after talent-fuelled corporate collapse raised serious questions about 
the approach.
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The war againsT TalenT
In the inevitable backlash against talent we were told that talent was not 
only nowhere near as important as McKinsey and others were leading us 
to believe, but that it didn’t even exist.

Malcolm Gladwell’s Outliers popularised the 10 000 hours philosophy. The 
research he referred to in the book was conducted by K. Anders Ericsson, 
Ralf Krampe and Clemens Tesch-Römer, who published a paper called 
‘The Role of Deliberate Practice in the Acquisition of Expert Performance’, 
which stated that while they could not find evidence of natural gifts they 
did notice something else: no matter the activity, excellence took years of 
disciplined practice to achieve.

Adding weight and engaging narrative to the argument, Gladwell gave two 
business examples of the relevance of 10 000 hours — Bill Joy, computer 
scientist and co-founder of Sun Microsystems; and Bill Gates, founder of 
Microsoft.

In the 1970s computers were the size of tennis courts, cost an absolute 
fortune and took forever to program. Plus they were not very powerful 
(the smartphone in your pocket is probably more powerful!). Needless to 
say, their size and cost didn’t exactly make them accessible to the general 
public. Programming involved punching rows and rows of holes into 
cardboard, which then needed to be input by an operator. Complex codes 
often required hundreds, sometimes thousands, of hole-punched lines, and 
computers could only run one program at a time. Time-sharing changed 
all that and the programmer could input straight to the mainframe using 
a telephone line.

At the time Bill Joy was at the University of Michigan, one of the first 
places in the US to have time-sharing computers. Joy had initially planned 
to be a biologist or mathematician, but then he discovered the computer 
centre and became obsessed.

The same is true of Bill Gates. Most people know the Microsoft 
legend … the story of how Gates dropped out of Harvard to build the 
BASIC programming language with Paul Allen after informing Micro 
Instrumentation and Telemetry Systems (MITS; the makers of the Altair 
8080, billed as the world’s first microcomputer) that they had developed 
a programming language that could be used on the Altair 8080. (All this 
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despite having never even seen an Altair 8080 or programmed a line of 
code.) What’s less well known is how Gates got to be so ‘talented’ with 
computers and therefore confident enough to make the bluff and deliver.

Gates was not born a computer genius; he made himself one through 
thousands of hours of practice. He went to Lakeside, a private school in 
Seattle that, in his second year, started a computer club. The computers were 
time-sharing — not bad, considering that most colleges and universities 
didn’t even have time-sharing computers at the time. Gates said, ‘It was 
my obsession … It would be a rare week that we wouldn’t get twenty or 
thirty hours in’. Gates even tracked down a computer lab at the University 
of Washington that had a slack period between 3 am and 6 am. Such was 
his obsession that he would sneak out of his house in the middle of the 
night, walk or take the bus to the university, program for three hours and 
then sneak back in time for breakfast. Gates’s mother later said that she’d 
wondered why it was so hard for him to get out of bed in the morning.

Both Bill Joy and Bill Gates admit that they must have spent thousands 
of hours mastering computers. In Outliers Gladwell presents a convincing 
argument that they would each have spent at least 10 000 hours, and that 
was what created their formidable ‘talent’. He goes on to quote neurologist 
Daniel Levitin: ‘… no-one has yet found a case in which true world-class 
expertise was accomplished in less time. It seems that it takes the brain 
this long to assimilate all that it needs to achieve true mastery’.

Nobel Prize–winner Herbert Simon and William Chase proposed another 
version of the 10 000 hour rule with the ‘ten year rule’. Their research 
focused on chess masters and they concluded that it wasn’t possible to 
reach the upper echelons of chess without a decade or so of intensive study.

In his book Talent Is Overrated Geoff Colvin states that despite serious 
scientific enquiry over the last 150 years, and a mountain of research 
gathered over the past 30 years, there isn’t a single study that has 
successfully proven that talent even exists.

Colvin suggests that our rush to assume talent exists is based on faulty 
information and assumptions. To demonstrate his point he tells the stories 
of Mozart and Tiger Woods.

The legend tells us that Mozart was composing music at age five and giving 
public performances by age eight. What is less well known is that Mozart’s 
father was a famous composer in his own right. He was a domineering man 
who started his son on intensive composition training by the time he was 
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three. His father had a passion for music and how it was taught to children. 
In addition, many of Mozart’s early compositions were not in his own hand; 
his father would ‘correct’ them before anyone saw them. Mozart’s first work 
universally considered a masterpiece is his Piano Concerto No. 9. But he 
composed that at age 21 — some 18 years after he first started learning and 
composing music.

Tiger Woods is the other example that people regularly point to as an 
expression of innate talent, but again there is much more to the story. His 
father Earl Woods had retired from the army, was golf crazy and loved to 
teach. Tiger Woods was universally recognised as brilliant at age 19 when 
he was a member of the US Walker Cup team. What is less well known is 
that Tiger was just seven months old when his father first placed a proper 
metal putter in his hand. By the age of two he and his father would go 
to the golf course to play and practise regularly and he appeared on the 
Mike Douglas Show demonstrating his already apparent skill. By the time 
he was considered a genius Tiger Woods had been practising golf with 
unprecedented intensity for 17 years. Neither Tiger Woods nor his father 
ever suggested that Tiger had a gift for golf; both put his success down to 
sheer hard work.

Mozart and Tiger Woods are both powerful examples of just how influential 
environment is in shaping personality and in determining what talents 
manifest in the first place.

Rory McIlroy has a similar story to Tiger Woods in that he also started 
playing golf at a very young age (18 months old). He was also coached by 
his father (Gerry, who played off scratch), and Rory also appeared on 
national TV demonstrating his skill — by chipping golf balls into a 
washing machine! He won the US Open, his first major, by eight shots 
with a record-breaking 16 under par. And since then he’s gone from 
strength to strength.

In My Story, legendary golfer Jack Nicklaus identifies important traits 
beyond the expected attributes such as confidence, concentration and 
discipline. He pinpointed four qualities shared by those who would 
consistently win: thinking clearly under pressure, patience, self-centredness 
(to not be distracted by what competitors are doing), and to work harder 
at all of these qualities ‘when you are playing poorly than when you are 
playing well’.
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The argument is clear: talent is not bestowed upon anyone; it is earned 
by doing what others can’t or won’t do. Of course, as Colvin himself 
acknowledges, ‘Such findings do not prove that talent doesn’t exist. But 
they do suggest that if it does, it may be irrelevant’. Quite a turnaround 
from the ‘talent is everything’ argument!

The truth, of course, is that both of these arguments are flawed and both 
have merit. There are plenty of examples of talented people who have 
made a significant positive contribution to their business or sport, so it’s 
easy to see why people assume that talent is important. But there are 
also plenty of examples of talented people who have made a significant 
negative contribution to their business or sport — so it’s also easy to see 
why people say that talent is not as important as we may at first imagine.

That said, I know for a fact that I could have started playing golf in my 
mother’s womb and I would never possess a fraction of the golfing ability 
consistently demonstrated by Tiger Woods, Jack Nicklaus or Rory McIlroy.

So what’s really going on?

idenTifying The red herrings
Let’s take the ‘talent is the answer’ argument first. There is little doubt 
that some people are better at certain things than others. And that doesn’t 
necessarily manifest as something as specific as golfing ability or leadership; 
it can be the way someone communicates, the way they interact with 
others, the way they think, or their ability to draw or describe something. 
There is absolutely no doubt in my mind, having worked closely with 
thousands of individuals, that we are all wired differently. What appears 
easy to one person is close to impossible to another, and that rarely has 
anything to do with IQ. There is something going on that makes some 
people better suited to certain roles or tasks than others.

But calling that output ‘talent’ is probably the first mistake. People are 
different in ways that we still don’t really understand. We are privy to a 
vast range of influences: genetics, upbringing, conditioning, expectation, 
opportunity, environment, culture, religion — the list goes on. As a result, 
trying to find or locate ‘talent’ as a thing that can be identified like a 
particular gene or cluster of genes is as impossible as performing brain 
surgery and thinking you’ll find the mind. The mind is the interconnected 
result of the biological structure of the brain and the collective aspects of 
intellect and consciousness. So-called talent is actually the interrelated and 
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interconnected aspects of personality that show up differently for everyone, 
depending on who they are, how they do what they do, why they do it and 
where they do it. That’s why no one has found it in over 150 years of research.

Consider this completely unrelated true story … During WWII the air 
force lost a lot of aircraft and they were obviously keen to find out what 
areas were most vulnerable to enemy fire so they could be reinforced for 
greater protection. Every airplane was examined for bullet holes, and 
based on the data the air force were then able to work out what areas of 
the aircraft they should reinforce. That is until statistician Abraham Wald 
pointed out a flaw in the argument.

Obviously the only planes that could be examined were the ones that made 
it back to base. The data was therefore compiled only on the planes that 
made it home. The location of the bullet holes on those planes — even 
if they were badly hit — demonstrated that those areas were not vital, 
because the plane did actually get back to base. So when the air force were 
set to reinforce the parts of the plane that were most heavily hit, Wald 
said it made more sense to reinforce the places where there were no bullet 
holes: those locations were the most vulnerable, because when hit in those 
places the planes never returned!

When we stop to think about this it’s really obvious, and yet many smart 
people didn’t realise the validity of the argument until Wald pointed it 
out. The data was biased because the people assessing the planes could 
only see part of the overall picture. They could only assess the planes that 
made it home. It’s the same with talent.

Focusing on talent because talent is evident in some examples of success is 
like the air force focusing on reinforcing the parts of the plane that were 
hit by bullets. They looked at what they could see because it was all they 
could see. McKinsey didn’t look at all companies; they looked at 18. But 
like the planes that didn’t make it home, there are actually plenty of failed 
businesses and poor sporting performances where talent is in abundance. 
We just don’t hear about them because they crash and burn instead of 
being lauded in the media.

Focusing on talent is unreliable at best and actively destructive at worst, 
because it doesn’t take personality, and therefore fit, into account.

Experts are still arguing about what talent is, just as experts are still arguing 
about what the mind is — but arguing about what to call something doesn’t 
alter the fact that it’s there.
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Just because it can’t be found or isolated to a particular biological or 
neurological location doesn’t negate the fact that some people are better 
at certain things than others. We can argue about what that is and about 
what to call it, but the fact remains that we have all had the experience of 
putting someone in a role, or recruiting them to a sporting team, only to 
find that they never quite live up to the hype or expectation.

MisMaTch, MaTch

When Tottenham Hotspur shelled out £26 million for Spanish striker 
Roberto Soldado it looked like money well spent. Soldado had 
scored 31 goals in his previous season with Valencia and 27 in the 
season before that. And yet at White Hart Lane he scored only six 
goals in 28 appearances — four of which were penalties.

When Chelsea signed Fernando Torres in 2011 for £50 million they 
thought they had secured one of the best strikers in the league. At 
the time it was the sixth-highest transfer fee ever paid. He had been 
brilliant at Liverpool, but was on a bad run of form when he moved 
to Chelsea and his performance was at best patchy.

Australian rugby union player Matt Giteau was part of the World 
Cup squad in both 2003 and 2007. But he fell out of favour with 
Wallabies coach Robbie Deans and despite 93 caps for his country 
was considered past his prime come 2011. Recognising that under 
Deans he would probably not play for his country again, Giteau 
signed with French side Toulon, where he has uncovered a rich vein 
of form. Giteau loves France, his family is happy and he seems to 
really relish the challenge of French rugby. He fits. As a result he has 
been instrumental in Toulon’s historic back-to-back Heineken Cup 
wins in 2013 and 2014.

The mismatch also happens in business. Some appointments, even those 
that look perfect on paper, just don’t pan out. Only when we move that 
person to another role that requires different abilities do they start to 
improve — even shine. Everyone has witnessed this in their own lives, 
with colleagues, employees, team members, children or friends, so to 
dismiss ‘talent’ as a complete myth doesn’t feel quite right either.

There is also absolutely no doubt that superstars — those individuals in 
business or sport who transform results — are able to do that because they 
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have honed their skills, often over a long period of time. For example, 
when asked about the football talent of David Beckham, Sir Alex Ferguson 
said, ‘David Beckham is Britain’s finest striker of a football not because of 
a God-given talent but because he practices with a relentless application 
that the vast majority of less gifted players wouldn’t contemplate’.

Athlete Daley Thompson, Olympic gold medal–winner in decathlon in 
1980 and 1984, is another example. He admitted, ‘I trained every single 
day, including Christmas day, in order to achieve what I wanted. I never 
wanted to leave any stone unturned’.

So there is also definitely something to the 10 000 hours argument. But 
what most people seem to forget is that unless an individual has some 
innate ability, interest or enjoyment in the first place there is no way they 
will persevere long enough to manifest ‘talent’!

Millions of people picked up a musical instrument when they were kids, 
and yet they are not all musically talented. Far from it. The guitar lessons 
or piano lessons may have begun with enthusiasm but, unless the child 
had a very determined parent, if they didn’t enjoy it or didn’t begin to 
show even a smattering of aptitude, they simply wouldn’t put in the hours 
to allow talent to blossom. Consequently there are millions of people who 
can play chopsticks on the piano but nothing else.

worshipping a false god
Using the ‘talent’ label for whatever it is that makes you different from me, 
and different from the person next to you on the bus, on the pitch or in the 
boardroom, is a mistake because it creates a faulty dichotomy and results 
in us worshipping a false god.

There have been a few milestones regarding improved performance from a 
human perspective. McKinsey’s war on talent was one, and Gallup research 
made famous by Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman was another.

Buckingham and Coffman wrote First, Break All the Rules, an 
international bestseller that documented the results of two huge research 
studies undertaken by the Gallup organisation over 25 years. The studies 
gave voice to over one million employees and 80 000 managers, and the 
conclusion was, ‘People don’t change that much. Don’t waste your time 
trying to put in what was left out. Try to draw out what was left in — that’s 
hard enough!’
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The landmark study demonstrated that the greatest managers in the 
world had little in common with each other. They differed in sex, age, 
race, experience, background and education. According to the authors, 
the only thing they did have in common was that they did not believe 
that, with enough training, a person can achieve anything they set their 
mind to. In other words, they believed there was no point trying to turn 
weaknesses into strengths.

Of course it’s not really that clear-cut. Weaknesses left unchecked or 
unappreciated can very easily derail or limit a career. Wasting time trying 
to turn a weakness into a strength may be pointless, but improving so 
they don’t hold us back is definitely not! We need to develop enough 
behavioural flexibility so that our weaknesses don’t limit our progress.

We need both an awareness and understanding of our innate limitations 
so we can avoid situations and roles that will expose those limitations and 
we need focused effort on developing our strengths. Those who rise to 
the top of global businesses or the top of elite sport have four or five key 
strengths that they deploy effectively. They also have an understanding of 
their limitations and have either positioned themselves in roles that don’t 
manifest those limitations, or mitigated their impact or worked on them 
just enough to stop them from being a problem.

That said, Buckingham and Coffman’s insights further amplified the 
importance of finding and keeping talent and the futility of trying to coax, 
reward, punish, train and inspire people to improve on their weaknesses 
in the belief that this improvement would positively impact performance. 
Plus, most people knew from experience that focusing on weaknesses 
doesn’t work. Again, most of us have had the painful experience of being 
involved in the annual performance appraisal debacle where we’ve been 
expected to either dish out or receive a ‘shit sandwich’ — two thin slices of 
praise wrapped around a thick wedge of ‘you need to do better’.

We know that sending the reserved employee on a presentation skills 
course is not going to miraculously transform him into Martin Luther 
King. We know that sending the extroverted saleswoman on a project 
management course is not going to convert her into Norman Schwarzkopf! 
People are what they are. And if we really want to understand and manage 
performance we need to appreciate the profound influence personality has 
on all areas of life.
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What personality research and a growing body of behaviour and business 
research suggests is that strengths and weaknesses are just an illusion. This 
flawed dichotomy makes it very easy to forget that some ‘weaknesses’ in the 
right place can actually be strengths; or that there are actually advantages 
to weaknesses, as well as disadvantages. This may sound counterintuitive, 
but the same is true for strengths. A strength in the wrong place can be 
a weakness, and if someone overplays or relies too heavily on their key 
strengths, those strengths can easily degenerate into failings.

Ironically, dividing strengths and weaknesses implicitly ignores the 
strengths and weaknesses of strengths and weaknesses!

In their Harvard Business Review article ‘Stop Overdoing your Strengths’, 
authors Robert E. Kaplan and Robert B. Kaiser suggest, ‘Most managers 
can point to an off-kilter leader — the supportive boss who cuts people a 
little too much slack, for instance, or the gifted operational director whose 
relentless focus on results leads to hypercontrol’.

In reality we see this in business and sport all the time: some star performer 
is headhunted or poached from another team at huge expense and then 
they don’t deliver. In business we see this endless loop of CEOs — the 
charismatic salesman who charms his way to the top; only, when he 
gets there he doesn’t pay enough attention to strategy or the numbers. 
Eventually (usually within four or five years) he’s ousted by the board, 
which then swings wildly back to the accountant type. The accountant 
CEO does well short-term because he fixes the issues the salesman let 
slip, only he goes too far as well. Within four or five years the business is 
foundering again — but this time the relationships are breaking down and 
sales are falling. He’s ousted by the board and it swings wildly back to the 
charismatic, sales-focused CEO again … and so the cycle repeats.

In 1997 Douglas Ivester was made Chairman and CEO at Coca-Cola in 
a high-profile example of this cycle in action and how ‘fit’ can quickly 
turn to ‘no fit’. He had joined the company in 1979, rising up through the 
ranks to Chief Financial Officer prior to his appointment as CEO. Despite 
looking like the ideal candidate and demonstrating strong performance in 
his previous roles, he resigned just two years later after being told by two 
key board members that the board had lost confidence.

Ivester was an accountant by training. As CEO he positioned himself as 
a man focused on ‘substance over style’. He was not political, which had 
been a strength when he was CFO; he’d let the data do the talking and 
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that approach worked. It did not work in the CEO role. His extraordinary 
attention to detail, a strength as CFO, became a liability as CEO. He 
became increasingly isolated and obsessed with controlling the tiniest 
details, unable to see the big picture and unwilling to free himself from 
the day-to-day operations enough to take on the strategic, visionary roles 
of an effective CEO.

Ultimately Ivester failed as CEO of Coca-Cola because he had four or five 
behaviours that got him to the top but were not the ones he needed to 
excel at the top. And because he didn’t understand his own personality he 
wasn’t able to adapt and so ended a very successful career by jumping ship 
just before he was pushed.

What we must appreciate is that more is not always better, and executives 
and senior leaders who should know better lose their jobs when their 
strengths become weaknesses through overuse. The very traits and personal 
characteristics that launch careers and mark a person out for promotion 
are the same characteristics that can derail that same career down the line.

Take Fred Goodwin, for example. When he joined Royal Bank of 
Scotland (RBS) he was already a rising star in the banking world. He was 
the head of the Clydesdale Bank before he was 40; he was tough, shrewd 
and ambitious, although not well liked. Apparently staff at the Clydesdale 
bank celebrated his departure for three straight days!

He rose through the ranks of RBS relatively quickly and when Sir George 
Mathewson stood down he was the natural choice for CEO. Under his 
stewardship, which included aggressive acquisitions and cost cutting 
(hence his moniker ‘Fred the Shred’), the bank grew to become a global 
banking powerhouse. At one point it was the largest banking group in 
the world.

Fred Goodwin’s strength was his vision, his strength of character and his 
determination to get his own way. For a global CEO these qualities are 
strengths, but left unchecked they can quickly become toxic. Goodwin 
was a difficult boss who was known to be very hard on staff; indeed, 
his morning meetings were known as ‘the morning beatings’ and even 
senior people didn’t want to disagree with him. It wasn’t long before his 
confidence deteriorated into hubris. He believed he knew best.

When questioned about the hostile RBS takeover of Dutch bank ABN 
AMRO, Goodwin and his management team simply said, ‘When we 
did NatWest we did it this way’ — as though that was a good enough 
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explanation. RBS (read: Fred Goodwin) wanted its investment bank and 
the US operation called LaSalle that would give it access to the lucrative 
US corporate market. In an effort to derail the takeover bid ABN AMRO 
sold LaSalle off separately to make the acquisition less attractive, but RBS 
pressed on regardless. Not only that, but it decided on a ‘diligence light’ 
strategy and didn’t conduct any major scrutiny of the ABN AMRO books. 
Analysts were already saying it was a crazy acquisition without LaSalle, 
and the lack of due diligence was considered extraordinary for what would 
be the largest banking takeover in history.

So why ‘diligence light’? Because that’s what Fred Goodwin did at NatWest 
(and besides, Barclays had already bid for ABN AMRO and it would have 
done full due diligence so everything must be okay). RBS bought its share 
of ABN AMRO for €27 billion with its cash reserves, despite having 
several opportunities to pull out. The decision was largely put down to Sir 
Fred’s pride and unwillingness to back down, and it proved catastrophic 
not only for RBS, but for Fred Goodwin’s knighthood. The ‘diligence 
light’ approach missed ABN AMRO’s exposure to subprime lending, 
which was the catalyst for the global financial crisis and destroyed a once 
powerful business. Sir Fred Goodwin was relegated to just plain Fred by 
the Queen.

His assuredness and supreme confidence had once been an asset, but left 
unchecked it morphed into ‘I know best’, ‘I know what I’m doing, don’t 
dare question me’, and resulted in the biggest government bailout in UK 
history and the end of his high-flying career.

Strengths and weaknesses are not opposites; essentially they are just 
different sides of the same coin. That coin is our behaviour. Whether that 
behaviour is perceived as a strength or a weakness depends not on some 
mysterious purveyor of talent, but on where and how certain behaviours are 
deployed. In many ways what people so often refer to as talent may simply 
be the output of the right combination of right place, right behaviour and 
right personality management.

Behaviour is behaviour, and it rarely changes. Each of us has four of five 
favourite behaviours or patterns of behaviour that we have developed as 
a result of our unique personality. These behaviours are our way of getting 
along with others, getting ahead and making meaning in the world. We 
use these four or five behaviours over and over again, and in so doing we 
perfect them into ‘strengths’ (the 10 000 hours idea), but whether that 
behaviour manifests as a value-adding asset or a career-limiting liability 
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largely depends on fit — how and where the behaviour is used. In other 
words, whether that behaviour is considered a curse or a blessing is almost 
entirely determined by the role or environment it’s used in, and not by the 
behaviour itself.

The Gallup research was instrumental in our understanding of innate 
strengths and weaknesses and has actually been converted into the Clifton 
StrengthFinder, a diagnostic tool to help individuals identify their key 
strengths from 34 separate themes. But like so many so-called personality 
profiling tools, it falls short of being really useful because it focuses almost 
exclusively on what someone does and not on the how, why or where that is 
so essential for fit (and therefore consistent high performance).

So while the Gallup study concluded that you can’t change people that 
much and suggests it’s best to find out what they are good at and let them 
do that (which I certainly agree with), it’s personality and behaviour that 
determines what someone is good at — not some illusive and mysterious, 
definable strength. People are not held back because of some elusive and 
mysterious weakness, either; they are held back because they are either in 
the wrong place or they are deploying the wrong behaviours!

If you want to unlock high performance you need to understand your 
personality — specifically, how you do what you do, and why you do it. 
This way you can consciously put yourself in the right place and manage 
your derailing behaviour so that you don’t overdo your assets and turn 
them into liabilities.

Remember, talent is nothing more than the accurate and consistent 
deployment of a behaviour in an environment where that behaviour is 
valued and creates the desired results.

How you do whaT you do besT

I have a friend called Karen who’s a writer. Writing is something she 
consciously decided to do after many soul-destroying years as a 
marketer. She’s now a professional writer and makes her living doing 
something she loves, and she’s good at it. But what makes her good 
at it?

Karen had assumed that it was the fact she could write, but one 
day a client told her, ‘Your key skill isn’t the writing — it’s that you
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see connections that most people don’t see and you’re referenced 
to the moon and back’. This was a revelation to her. She’d always 
assumed everyone could join the dots as she could, and as for the 
fact that she had accumulated a lot of knowledge — she just thought 
that was a by-product of her work.

A project a few years later led her to the Clifton StrengthFinder, 
which confirmed that her top strength was ‘strategic’ — the ability 
to spot relevant patterns and issues and find alternative paths. This 
is the exact same skill her client had identified to her years earlier. 
Her other top strengths certainly went a long way in explaining why 
she excelled as a writer: love of ideas, love of taking something 
good and making it better, love of thinking and a love of collecting 
information (the other skill her client had picked up on). These 
aspects of her personality lend themselves very well to her current 
profession, where she helps clients make sense of their thinking and 
communicate that through words.

But the Clifton StrengthFinder told her nothing about how she 
writes, how to get the best from herself, or how she screws things up 
for herself. And this is common to personality profiling tools. Often 
these tools hint at innate abilities or strengths but provide little in the 
way of practical advice on how to manage those strengths effectively 
so as to consistently elevate performance.

Thankfully Karen has also done her Hogan profiles (remember, 
she’s a collector of information). I explain more about Hogan from 
chapter 3 onwards but what the Hogan personality assessment 
tools were able to highlight to her was that although she is 
imaginative, her ideas and ‘dot joining’ can be too obscure or 
complex for others to understand: when overdone or overplayed, 
her strength becomes a weakness. And although she’s easygoing, 
if she’s under pressure she can appear dismissive and can display 
passive aggressive tendencies (she appears to go along but 
doesn’t really!). These insights made her laugh, because although 
she’d never considered them in those terms before, she knew they 
were true.

Karen was also able to see that her very strong need to do what is 
right and adhere to her own sense of right and wrong meant that 
she turned away lucrative work just because she didn’t think it fit her 
ethics. This wasn’t work that was ethically questionable; it was just 
work she didn’t have a huge amount of experience in so she didn’t

(continued)
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How you do whaT  
you do besT (cont’d)

think it was right to accept it — even though someone wanted her to 
do it and knew she didn’t have a huge amount of experience in it.

Hogan also identified Karen’s preference to work alone. Her particular 
skill set would actually work pretty well in business consulting, 
marketing, government or research. In her prior career as a marketer 
she’d been pretty successful, and there were elements of the job 
that fit with her personality really well. But it required far too much 
personal interaction and teamwork, and working with others is not 
a natural strength. She can work with others when she needs to but 
prefers to work alone so she can process her ideas and think without 
interruption. So again, writing is a perfect fit for her — something not 
picked up through standard personality profiling tools, because they 
say nothing about how someone performs best, only what they are 
likely to perform best in.

Interestingly, we often intuitively gravitate to roles, people and situations 
that resonate with our innate abilities. The problem is that for most of 
us that process is totally unconscious and intuitive. When we become 
conscious of these parts of our personality we are much better able to 
match our personal traits and strengths to a particular role, organisation 
and way of operating that allows us to express our best more often.

As you can see from the example in the box ‘How you do what you do 
best’, high performance is just as much about how someone goes about 
their daily life as it is about the abilities or skills they may or may not bring 
to the table. So while the StrengthFinder profiling tool was interesting 
and helped to confirm that Karen excelled in a particular type of strategic, 
ideas-based work, the behavioural insights of Hogan pointed out how best 
to use those skills (as a writer, not a marketer). The behavioural insights 
also allowed her to temper her approach, to be more (and less) discerning 
about the work she accepts and about who she works with. Karen no 
longer works on projects that don’t require any strategic or creative input 
and are not complex enough to present a challenge, because the writing 
is not where the joy is for her: the joy comes from being able to crack 
a difficult nut and create something that is better than even the client 
imagined possible. It has improved her performance, increased her revenue 
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and made her happier because she uses insights into her personality, not 
guesswork, to decide what to accept and what to turn down.

Hogan doesn’t tell someone about innate skills; it may hint at possible 
skills based on the behaviour the individual exhibits, but that’s not the 
focus. What Hogan does is look at how someone does what they do, why 
they do it and what screws them up. It is these insights that can elevate 
performance.

And elevated performance is what it’s all about. Without a better 
understanding of what’s really driving performance and lack of performance 
we are destined to repeat failure, and continue paying the high cost of that 
failure. Remember, strengths and weaknesses are just an illusion. Fit is 
what really matters.
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